
INNOVATION, QUALITY, FUNCTION & VALUE FOR MONEY.
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An IcOnIc EvOlUtIoN

The Iconn E2 Hypercamper® is expertly  

designed to reduce overall size while maximising  

functionality and internal space, ready to  

explore the varying terrains of the beach, the  

bush and everything in between. 

 

With a striking charcoal exterior and full size door,  

wind out awning and additional storage  

compartments, the Iconn E2 is every bit as capable  

as our other models but now even more convenient  

and functional.

SLEEPS 1-4 

PEOPLE

3 LAYOUT 

OPTIONS

EXTERNAL 

ENSUITE OPTION

FINANCE 

AVAILABLE

PRICE FROM 

$37,950.00



SeT uP iN sEcOnDs
Just like our other models, the Iconn E2 has been designed for a quick, easy and stress-free setup so you can  

spend more time exploring, adventuring or just relaxing by the campfire. Set up in no time at all with a pop top  

roof, swing out kitchen and wind out awning which provides protection from the elements – so whether you’re  

escaping the summer heat or sheltering from the rain, you can make the most of every single moment.
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Swing out kitchen with bench extension 

features a flush mounted 2-burner stove top 

with stainless steel 17L sink and incorporated 

mixer tap. Under sink cavity offers an 

additional  50L of storage. Secured on heavy 

duty latch-able slides.

This camper has been designed to provide the Australian camper market with an affordable and innovative  

camping solution that boasts the same high quality, attention to detail and great customer service that we  

deliver across every model within the Lifestyle Campers range. 

 

This compact yet incredibly capable camper trailer is an embodiment of what a camper trailer should offer –  

INNOVATION, QUALITY, FUNCTION & VALUE FOR MONEY.

Huge amount of available storage

Wind out awning, quick to set upInnovative storage throughout
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OPEN HEIGHT 

112IN

TRAVEL HEIGHT 

82.7IN

WIDTH 

80IN

LENGTH 

216.5IN

ATM WEIGHT 

4,409LBS

TARE WEIGHT 

3,197LBS



Home away from home

120 a/h AGM deep cycle battery, 2 x 80L water tanks

Independent coil spring suspension w/ shock absorbers

Small in size, big in features!

Modern technology throughout

Plenty of pantry storage space

Tackle any rough outback trails to sandy beach tracks
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Queen size innerspring Mattress as standard 1.  STANDARD DINETTE for 1-2 PEOPLE

2.  OPTIONAL BUNK  for 1-3 PEOPLE 3.  OPTIONAL Double BUNK  for 1-4 PEOPLE

3 lAyOuTs AvAiLaBlE
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NOTE:

PRICING AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

MODELS FEATURED IN THIS BROCHURE MAY CONTAIN OPTION ACCESSORIES ISSUED MAY 2021

CoNtAcT Us

OVERLANDING NORTH AMERICA 

6336 N. Oracle Rd STE 326 

Tucson, AZ 85704 

Ph: 602-909-3866 

 

Overlanding North America is a Veteran Owned Small Business dedicated to 

family, exploring and the Pursuit of Adventure.  

 

We don’t like to compromise on comfort when we’re on the trail, but with the 

type of places we like to go, weight and size matters. Our growing family had 

tried almost every type of camp set up and we were never quite satisfied on 

our adventures until we found lifestyle campers.  

 

We felt a responsibility to our fellow adventure families to share these amazing 

trailers that can go off grid, get you where you want to go while keeping your 

family in safety and comfort for your journeys wherever they take you! 
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